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Expand your horizons with the eCommerce Europe Trustmark – Retail Excellence

This week Retail Excellence, Ireland’s largest retail representative body, is celebrating all online retailers
who are putting customer online safety and trust first with the use of the Retail Excellence eCommerce
Trustmark on their websites.
The Ecommerce Europe Trustmark protects consumers when making a purchase through an online shop
in another EU country. If you see the Ecommerce Europe Trustmark on the website of an online shop you
are visiting, it means that the retailer has made a commitment to work in compliance with European and
national legislation and the Ecommerce Europe Code of Conduct thereby guaranteeing ethical standards
in the digital marketplace and making sure you are safe when shopping online.
Shopping online is expanding rapidly in Ireland and across Europe with an expected €602 billion spend in
2018. In order to support Irish consumers wishing to tap into this ever-growing market, Retail Excellence,
in conjunction with their partners Ecommerce Europe launched the first Irish Ecommerce Trustmark in
2016. Some retailers have reported increases in sales by 26% as a result of their website displaying the
Mark.
“As retail is becoming increasingly boundary-less, Irish online retailers are beginning to focus more on
increasing their sales and focusing on markets outside of Ireland. The Trustmark is important to them in
their endeavors as 65% of European consumers will not purchase goods unless a Trustmark is displayed on
a website. With over €20 million being spent by Irish consumers online every day is imperative that e-tailers
demonstrate their website is a safe place to shop and the eCommerce Trustmark assures this” explains
David Campbell, eCommerce Manager with Retail Excellence.
A retailer who signs up to the Irish Trustmark will be awarded the Ecommerce Europe Trustmark and will
thus be mandated to deliver on more robust obligations to the consumer. Through Retail Excellence, the
retailer will have access to information to keep their website up to date on legislation and benchmarking
for best practice as well as an international complaints handling processes.
Trustmark awardees will be subject to audits throughout the year to ensure ongoing compliance. The net
benefit for online retailers looking to trade in Europe will be a direct reduction in barriers to entry for crossborder trade.
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About Retail Excellence
Established in 1995, Retail Excellence is owned by the members, for the members. We are an
organisation which invests in innovative and exciting learning, market intelligence, human resources
services, Government representation and member networking initiatives. Retail Excellence has over
1,850 leading retail companies in Ireland. Our members are the most progressive and innovative
retailers. Retail Excellence is by far the largest retail industry body in Ireland.
Notes for Editor
The Ecommerce Europe Trustmark stimulates cross-border e-commerce through better protection for
consumers and merchants by establishing one European set of rules and by ensuring clear
communication of these rules.
•
•
•
•

25,000 online shops represented
More than 10,000 online shops with national trustmark
Developed in continuous dialogue with consumer organizations
Dedicated complaints handling service

The benefits
For the Consumer:
✓ Increased confidence in the delivery capability of the merchant
✓ National and International complaints handling procedure
✓ Enhanced security of consumers data
✓ Certified retailers accept the preferred payment method of consumers
✓ Reassurance that consumer rights will be upheld
✓ Mystery audits of websites ensuring high standards are upheld
For the Retailer:
✓ Boost your ROI and European online trading volumes
✓ Build consumer confidence and awareness of your brand across Europe
✓ Demonstrates to consumers that you meet all online legislation and regulation
✓ Participate in an international complaints handling procedure
✓ Support the protection of consumer’s data
✓ Mystery audits of websites ensuring high standards aremaintained
✓

For more information please contact David Campbell.
Email: david.campbell@retailexcellence.ie
Website: www.retailexcellence.ie
Phone: +353 (0) 65 684 6927
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